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Introduction
Separate compilation and linking, although supported by most language implementations, is under-specified in most language descriptions [3] . In the traditional arrangement in languages such as Ada [22, 4] or Modula-2 [23] , the compiler checks for type consistency and the linker resolves references and checks the order of compilation. Any units importing modified units have to be re-compiled, and so separate compilation of several units corresponds to the compilation of all units together. Thus, the situation was sufficiently simple for this under-specification not to pose major problems.
However, there exist languages and systems where separate compilation and linking are complex, and justify a formal treatment. For instance in Java [12] , because of its intended support for loading and executing remotely produced code whose source code is not necessarily accessible, solutions enforcing consistency through re-compilation are not suitable. Instead, the remit of the linker has been extended: not only does it have to resolve external references, it also has to ensure that binaries (the compiled units) are structurally correct and that they respect the types of entities they import from other binaries; the order of compilation need not correspond to the import relation.
Certain source code modifications, such as adding a method to a class, are binary compatible [8] . The Java language description does not require re-compilation of units importing units modified in binary compatible ways, and claims that successful linking and execution of the altered program is guaranteed. Not only do binary compatible changes not require re-compilation of other units, but such re-compilations may not be possible: a binary compatible change to the source code for one class may cause the source code of other classes no longer to be type correct. Separate compilation is not equivalent to compilation of all units together.
Binary compatibility has practical importance because of related security issues [5] , and implications on library modification policies. It is quite complex -the language specification is sometimes inconsistent, as it considers some changes to be binary compatible, whose combination actually leads to programs which cannot link [7] .
Formalizations of such issues tend to suggest calculi describing the underlying source and binary languages, and define modularization and linking in terms of these calculi. We now believe that such approaches have serious disadvantages:
It is rather cumbersome to establish that a full-fledged calculus (e.g. [6, 1, 19, 17] ) faithfully reflects the properties of a real language (e.g. Java) with respect to linking and separate compilation.
Such calculi are at an inappropriate level of abstraction. Rather than think in terms of the particular language features, language designers think in terms of "programming in the large" and of properties satisfied by linking and compilation; library developers think in terms of linking capabilities of libraries. In this paper we explore a different avenue: We give an axiomatic definition compilation, linking, well-formedness for source and binary languages, and require some locality properties. We believe that our model distills the essential definitions and properties and reflects the situation in most real programming languages. Also we have taken into account feedback from Sun Java developers [2] .
We use this model to formalize what it means for a source code modification to be a binary compatible change. We discovered that several interpretations of the definition in [12] are possible, and discuss their ramifications. We suggest the best interpretation in our view, and we prove properties which allow binary compatible modifications to be applied to interdependent libraries and preserve their linking capabilities. Thus, we clarify the issues around binary compatibility, and we offer a simple and abstract model. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce Java binary compatibility. In section 3 we describe a generic model of compilation and linking, in terms of a calculus of fragments. In section 4 we extend this model to describe updating and compiling into fragments. In sections 5 and 6 we define link compatibility, formulate and prove its properties. Finally, in section 7 we draw conclusions and outline further work.
Binary compatibility in Java
The motivation for the concept of binary compatibility in Java is the intention to support large scale re-use of software available on the Internet [13] , and in particular, to avoid the fragile base class problem, found in most C++ implementations, where a field (data member or instance variable) access is compiled into an offset from the beginning of the object, fixed at compile-time. If new fields are added and the class is re-compiled, then offsets may change, and object code that previously compiled using the original definition of the class may not execute safely together with the object code of the modified class. Similar problems may arise with virtual function calls.
Development environments usually attempt to compensate by automatically re-compiling all units importing the modified units; however, this strategy would be too restrictive in some cases. For instance, if one developed a local program P, which imported a library L1, the source for L1 was not available, L1 imported library L2, and L2 was modified, then re-compilation of L1 would not be possible. Any further development of P would therefore be impossible.
In contrast, Java promises that if the modification to L2 were binary compatible, then the binaries of the modified L2, the original L1 and the current P can be linked without error. This is possible, because Java binaries carry more type information than object code usually does.
The example in figure 1 demonstrates some of the issues connected with binary compatibility. It consists of three phases. In the first phase we create the classes Student, CStudent, and Lab.
The class CStudent inherits the instance variable grade of type int. In class Lab the field guy, of class CStudent, is assigned grade 100. This program is well-formed and compiles producing binary files Student.class, CStudent.class and Lab.class. In the second phase we add the field grade of type char to class CStudent, and re-compile CStudent, producing CStudent 0 .class. In the third phase we define a new class, Marker. In the body of its method g(), we assign the grade 'A' to guy. The class Marker is type correct, and thus it can be compiled to produce the file Marker.class.
The two changes, i.e. the addition of field grade in class CStudent, and the creation of class Marker, are binary compatible changes. So, the corresponding binaries, i.e. Student.class, CStudent 0 .class, Lab.class and Marker.class, can safely be linked together.
The sources are not type correct any more. An attempt to re-compile the class Lab would flag a type error for the assignment guy.grade=100, since the expression guy.grade now refers to the field in class CStudent which is of type char. Also, the compiled form of the expression guy.grade in the binary Lab.class refers to an integer, whereas the compiled form of the same expression in the binary Marker.class refers to a character. The two compiled forms exist at the same time, and refer to different fields of a CStudent object; cf. figure  3 , where guy [Student] .grade represents the first and guy [CStudent] .grade represents the second access.
Similar situations can arise for method calls.
Fragments
As in [3] , we consider fragments as the basic units participating in compilation and linking. They represent parts of programs or libraries, and they need not be self-contained. The exact nature of fragments is language dependent: In Java fragments would be classes and interfaces, in Ada fragments would be packages, in Modula-2 fragments would be modules, etc.
For the current discussion we are not interested in the contents of the fragments. However, as we are interested in compilation and linking we distinguish S fragments from B fragments, where:
S is the source language, B is the binary language containing all necessary information for execution and for compilation of importing fragments.
S may stand for Java, Pascal, Ada, etc. B may stand for the Java class files, the Modula-2 .o and .sym files, etc. In our previous work applied to Java [7, 6] , S was represented by Java s -programenvironment pairs, B was represented by Java se -programenvironment pairs. Possible S fragments for the students example are shown in figure 2, and possible S fragments will be named S, S 0 , S 1 , etc, B fragments will be named B, B 0 , B 1 , etc, and fragments which may belong to either S or B will be named F, F 0 etc. In the remainder of this section we discuss the operations and predicates C, + , D,`3,`B 3 in more detail, and formulate requirements on these in terms of axioms.
Compilation and well-formedness
Compilation (C) of S code produces B code using environment information from B code. Thus, B is expected to contain two different kinds of information: the first is code for the execution of the particular fragment, the second is environment information for the compilation of importing fragments. In many language implementations this is stored in different formats and in different files -e.g. the .o and the .sym files of some Modula-2 implementations. However, since compilation produces both kinds of information, no generality is lost by not distinguishing them, and by expecting B to contain execution and environment informa- We shall use the assertionB B 3 as a shorthand for BB B 3. The first axiom expresses the requirement that empty fragments are compiled into empty fragments, and well-formedness of a non-empty S fragment in the environment of a B fragment is equivalent to well-formedness of the corresponding non-empty compilation.
Axiom 1 For any B:
Cf ; B g = 1 In previous work C was a partial function; this distinction has important repercussions for the concept of binary compatibility. 
Linking
The operator + combines fragments, and is used both at source and at binary level. At either level, we call the + operator linking. The source code of the first phase of Linking binary code in actual systems may involve several steps, e.g. verification of format, resolution of references, and several checks, often applied in an interleaved manner. We are not interested in these steps themselves and we consider that all checks should take place when testing well-formedness of the fragment resulting from the linking process. Thus, the case where linking fragments B 1 and B 2 should flag an error can be modeled byB B 1 + B 2 3 not holding.
Therefore, linking is based on concatenation -even though it may involve some more actions. This implies the following requirements: Linking introduces the identifiers that are separately introduced by the sub-fragments. A fragment consists of the linking of "simple" fragments each introducing one identifier (DF i = 1). Compilation introduces the same identifiers as the original.
Axiom 2 For fragments F, F 0 , S, B: 
Disjoint fragments
In some cases we expect pairs of fragments to be disjoint, i.e. to introduce different entities: 
Locality
In general, one expects properties that can be established in a certain environment, to hold for larger environments as well. For instance, one expects an expression which has a type in a certain environment to have the same type in any larger environment. Such properties were proven, in [6] , and also used in [5] .
In particular, for fragments we expect the following This property actually corresponds to recasting the third point from axiom 4 for S fragments, and it is weaker than the fifth point from axiom 4. Strong locality is satisfied by the Java subset we have formalized [6] . In the original version of this paper, we required this property as an axiom, and this axiom was central to the argumentation of that version.
However, because of its treatment of packages, strong locality does not hold in full Java. 2 This realization led to the adoption of a slightly different formalization of binary compatibility, cf. sections 5 and 5.1.
Faithfulness of the model
The above concludes the axiomatic description of the basic model for compilation and linking. We believe that it describes concisely most people's expectations of compilation and linking. The axioms are satisfied by the Java subset we have studied.
However, the question as to the faithfulness of the model to Java is open, as there does not exist a full formal specification of Java. Even if such a formal description existed, it would still be debatable how far this description corresponded to the developers' intentions, the language definition [12] and the language implementations.
On the other hand, Sun Java developers [2] have studied the previous version of this paper, have given us feedback, and pointed out a discrepancy with Java, which we have taken into account. Thus our confidence that this model is appropriate for Java has grown.
The fact that the Java developers responded to this calculus, and not to full blown formalizations of parts of the language, is, we believe, a strong indication that the fragment calculus represents the appropriate level of abstraction for the description of issues of separate compilation and linking.
Updating
Java binary compatibility is concerned with the effects of modifications to source and binary code. Therefore we need operators to describe such modifications: describes the effect of updating some code, whereas C describes the effect of updating B code through compilation of S code.
Definition 4
For fragments F 1 , F 2 :
where F 0 such that 9 F 3 with We can show that is well-defined using the first two points from axiom 2. Updating is associative but not commutative. For disjoint fragments updating is equivalent to linking. Furthermore,
The expression B C S denotes updating B by the compilation of S in environment B. 
Definition 5 For fragments B and S, we define:
B C S = B C f S; B g
Binary compatibility
The Java language specification [12] describes binary compatible changes as follows:
"A change to a type is binary compatible with (equivalently, does not break compatibility with) pre-existing binaries if pre-existing binaries that previously linked without error will continue to link without error."
Our notion of binary compatible change aims to capture the above. It restricts source code modifications in terms of properties of the resulting compilation. Therefore, its formalization will have the general form:
S is a binary compatible change of B iff: During the process of formalization we realized that the definition from [12] is not unambiguous, because it does not answer the following questions.
Q1
Should source code which cannot be compiled be considered a binary compatible change?
Q2 How many binaries are meant?
Q3 What should be the environment for the compilation of the modified code?
Regarding question Q1, in the previous version of this paper we considered changes which did not compile to be binary incompatible. This tied in with the fact that we described compilation through a partial function. Consideration of questions Q2 and Q3 led to four alternative interpretations, which are described in section 5.1. We had postulated strong locality, and thus could prove composition properties such as those in section 6.
Without strong locality, the composition properties do not hold for link compatibility as defined in section 5.1. However, such properties are part of the rationale for the concept of binary compatibility [2, 20] . Therefore, when the lack of strong locality was reported to us, we felt that our approach required revision.
Thus, we explore the approach whereby a change which does not compile is binary compatible. This allows us to reestablish the composition properties and prove them more simply.
This approach motivates our current description of compilation through a total function C, where Cf S; B g = if B`S 3 does not hold. Moreover, source code which cannot be compiled does not produce binaries, and therefore does not modify the original binaries; so it can be understood as the empty change, and hence binary compatible.
We now consider the remaining questions Q2 and Q3 and discuss the three alternative interpretations I1, I2 and I3. 
Further interpretations
The interpretations I1, I2, and I3 were motivated by the absence of the strong locality property [10] . However, the absence of the strong locality property is due to an idiosyncratic treatment of packages, and may not be a desirable feature for Java anyway. It may not even be a feature of future "web-centered" languages. Furthermore, a treatment which considers an S fragment which does not compile, to be binary compatible, may be counter-intuitive.
Thus, it is worthwhile exploring a different approach to question Q1, whereby an S fragment which does not compile is considered binary incompatible. This approach can be based on a treatment of compilation as a partial function C p , where C p fS; B g = Cf S; B g iff B`S 3, and undefined otherwise. We also define Cp as B Cp S = B C p fS; B g.
If we consider the remaining questions Q2 and Q3 we obtain four further interpretations: The difference between binary compatibility (I1-I3) and link compatibility(I4-I7) is the following: Link compatibility requires preservation of linking capabilities and successful compilation, whereas binary compatibility requires preservation of linking capabilities only if compilation is successful. Interpretation I4 is too weak, for the same reasons which make interpretation I1 too weak.
Interpretation I5 is too strong, because it expects B to contain all information necessary for the compilation of S. Thus, if S contained code using properties of the predefined class String, it would be a strongly link compatible change of String -even if S did not modify String, but only used it. Also, B does not need to contain all the type information necessary to type check S; it only needs to contain enough information to ensure type correct compilation of S in the environment of all appropriate fragments B 0 .
Interpretation I6 is the one we had adopted in [7] . However, the reference binaries are still too extensive. 3 If for instance, S used features of the predefined class String, then in order for S to be a link compatible change of B, B
would have either to use the same features of String, or to contain the class declaration of String. Since however, S only uses the class String and does not modify it, the distinction of the role of String should be reflected in the definition.
Thus, in interpretation I7 we distinguish B 2 , the context which may not be modified by the compilation of S, from B 1 , which may. Therefore, S m is a link compatible change of in the context of B cs . Also, an S which uses String may be a link compatible change of B, in the context of class String.
In fragment systems which satisfy the strong locality property, link compatible changes, as in interpretations I5-I7, enjoy composition properties corresponding to these from the next section.
Link compatibility implies binary compatibility in the sense that any link compatible change of a B is also a binary compatible change of B. Also, strong link compatibility implies link compatibility. We expect that further entailment relationships between the interpretations hold; their proof may require a refinement of the fragment system definition.
Composition Properties
We now demonstrate the following five properties:
Preservation over larger fragments: establishes binary compatibility for all fragments containing a fragment for which this property has already been established.
Preservation over sequences: guarantees that combined binary compatible steps preserve their linking capabilities -provided that each step is a binary compatible change of the result of all previous modifications -cf. figure 4.
Preservation over libraries: application of binary compatible changes to different fragments preserves well-formedness -cf. figure 5 .
Lack of folding property: in general, two binary compatible changes cannot be folded into one.
Lack of diamond property: two binary compatible changes applied to the same fragment, cannot always be reconciled.
These properties are, we believe, crucial in delineating the exact nature of binary compatibility, and are central issues in the design of that feature [20] . Also, these properties affect the way library designers can evolve their libraries: The lack of a folding or a diamond property restricts the ways in which binary compatible changes may be combined. The lack of diamond property means that programmers may not apply independent binary compatible changes to the same fragment and expect the linking capabilities to be preserved. However, the preservation over libraries allows programmers to apply independent binary compatible changes and expect the linking capabilities to be preserved, as long as they were working on different fragments. In particular, it means that various libraries may be modified separately, each in binary compatibile ways, and still preserve their linking capabilities. This holds, even if these libraries should import each other.
Next we formulate and prove these properties. Proof by commutativity and associativity of + .
Preservation over larger fragments

2
Preservation over sequences As outlined in figure 4 , a sequence of binary compatible steps, S 1 , ... S n , applied to fragment B preserves its linking capabilities. In order to establish that a step is binary compatible, we need to know the effect of all prior steps, thus we require that S i+1 is binary compatible for B 0 + B C S 1 ::: C S i . In contrast to preservation over sequences, we do not need to know the effect of another modification in order to establish that S i is a binary compatible change of B i , but we take into account the effect of previous mod- Lack of diamond property For S 1 and S 2 binary compatible changes of B, there do not always exist fragments S 3 and S 4 , such that S 3 , S 4 disjoint with S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 is a binary compatible change of B 0 C S 1 , and S 4 is a binary compatible change of B C S 2 , and B C S 1 C S 3 = B C S 2 C S 4 . For example, S 1 might be introducing a method f with signature int ! int into a class C, and S 2 introducing another method f with signature int! char into the same class C.
Lemma 4
Conclusions and further work
We gave an axiomatic definition of compilation and linking, and extended it to model binary compatibility. In our view, the contributions of this paper are:
identification of the appropriate level of abstraction with respect to the description of separate compilation and linking, a distillation of the essential features with respect to separate compilation and linking, a clarification of the design space for binary compatibility, a formal framework for the description of binary compatibility and proof of its properties, a strengthening of the properties of binary compatibility proven earlier [7] , demonstration that the properties of binary compatibility in Java stem from the few features described in the fragment calculus rather than from the rather large set of features of Java [16, 21] and its byte-code [18, 19, 9] .
We believe that such a fragment calculus can serve as a basis for the description of the approaches to separate compilation and linking taken by other languages, and as a starting point for an abstract description of dynamic linking and loading in Java [15, 14, 11] .
